Sources Of Conflict In Feline Of The 9 Elements

Dr.Bryia, The Mysterious Human

Affiliation:  None

Dr. Bryia is the primary cause of all conflict in Feline Of The 9 Elements.  She was the scientist who headed up Project Immortality, a project designed to keep humans alive forever.  Since it was her procedure, she volunteered to be the first to undergo it.  However, something went wrong.  She did indeed become immortal, but she also became homicidal.  In a rage, she killed the remaining members of her team, then disappeared underground.  Due to this, the government chose to concentrate all their funding on Project Feline.

After the Kobold King was sealed away with the power of Narcatil, Dr. Bryia attempted to kill the wielder, a young girl named Isu.  However, Isu was able to drive off the evil scientist.  In the process, Dr. Bryia lost her left hand, leaving her with a constant burning resentment towards the Neko race.

Dr. Bryia is the true dark force of Feline Of The 9 Elements.  She desires to use the power of the gods to end all life on the planet.  To help further these dark ambitions, she built 3 android fighters:  Cathasaigh (the leader), Lanwen (the assassin), and Inslade (the barbarian), otherwise known as the Triad.

Cathasaigh, The Dark Assistant

Affiliation:  Vinicia (Chapters 1 & 2), Urman (Chapter 4)

	Cathasaigh was born Prince Ramyl Lorweth, son of the Emperor Hadynd Lorweth.  Since he was the Prince, he got pretty much whatever he wanted, and the people were too afraid of his father to say anything about it.  So Cathasaigh grew up with a attitude of superiority; that everything should be handed to him and he shouldn’t have to try for anything.

At the age of 10, he was one of the cruelest humans anyone had ever seen.  He would frequently beat his servants for no reason and was very ruthless with anyone who got in his way.  However, his live began to change on his 18th birthday.  For on that day, the people rose up and, under the leadership of Nilarm Mido, bearer of the Feline Of The 9 Elements, they were able to depose both Hadynd and his dark son.  Hadynd died during the escape, and Cathasaigh was forced into exile.

Not satisfied with this sudden turn of events, Cathasaigh chose to use his family’s large cash resources to form an army of mercenaries, a group that could help him take his throne back.  For 12 years, this army of mercenaries battled against the Vinician Guard, and Cathasaigh was quickly established as the Most Wanted Man in Vinicia.

When Cathasaigh was 30, the Mercenary Army was successfully able to break through and Cathasaigh, along with a group of his most trusted men, entered the Castle and attacked Nilarm Mido.  However, they found their retreat cut off by Ereon Evanhope, Nilarm’s number one knight, and a band of knights containing his young son Euland.  During the battle that ensued, Cathasaigh tried to escape by climbing to the top of the battlements, but was cornered there by Ereon.  The two of them had a huge duel, which ended abruptly as part of the battlement collapsed, sending them both plunging off the island to the Lower World below.  There was no way either of them could have survived.

Realising the figure of Cathasaigh struck fear into the hearts of many Nekos, Dr. Bryia chose to make her intelligence commander android’s appearance based on this dark human.  As a result, Cathasaigh is actually not the original Cathasaigh, but a fake.  Dr. Bryia programmed Cathasaigh with two primary objectives; to take control of Vinicia using Trene and later killing him when an opportune time presents itself, and to steal the Feline Of The 9 Elements to send back to her.  Dr. Bryia then dumped Cathasaigh on the Lower World.

Not aware of his true origins, the fake Cathasaigh disguised himself and went to Trene Mido, son of the Emperor.  At this point, the Emperor had fallen ill, and was believed to be sinking fast.  This was advantageous for Cathasaigh, for it meant that Nilarm wouldn’t be able to recognize him.  Cathasaigh offered Trene tons of power, including the power to defeat his brother and claim the Feline Of The 9 Elements, if Trene helped him.  Trene agreed, and Cathasaigh used this moment to cast a control spell over Trene.  However, Cathasaigh did not know that Trene was expecting this, and was able to dodge the spell.  Trene decided to fake being under control until he could understand better Cathasaigh’s true motives.

Now believing himself to be in total control, Cathasaigh began to search for the lost pieces of the Feline Of The 9 Elements.  Three things kept getting in his way, however; Trene’s brother, Dermot; his wife Sania, and his daughter Tecla.  Dermot never fully trusted Cathasaigh, and believed that Cathasaigh was trying to get rid of him.  So he left to prepare for a war.  Sania always suspected Cathasaigh was up to something, and finally got sick of the way he treated her, and left.  She tried to take Tecla too, but Cathasaigh prevented it.  Tecla always suspected Cathasaigh of being up to something, but her father wouldn’t listen to her; so she was forced to grin and bear it.

After Tecla’s escape, Cathasaigh takes even more control over the country of Vinicia.  At the end of Chapter 1, he has Trene killed and moves to become the new ruler of the country.  After the men pledge themselves to him, Cathasaigh chooses to wield this new power against Etern, where it was last reported Tecla disappeared to.  Failing to locate her or win the war, the men quickly began to dislike Cathasaigh.  Around this time, Cathasaigh locates Tecla, who now has 5 of the 9 pieces of the Feline Of The 9 Elements.  Cathasaigh tries to force Tecla to give them by kidnapping her mother, but Tecla defeats him, with the help of the soldiers of Vinicia.  In the chaos, Sharr chops off the left arm of Cathasaigh with the great sword Narcatil.  Cathasaigh swears revenge on both Tecla and Sharr for this insult.

Retreating to the fortress Urman with his army, Cathasaigh rests and prepares for an assult upon Vinicia itself.  Around this time, Lanwen arrives in Urman and informs Cathasaigh of his true nature.  It is Lanwen who repairs Cathasaigh’s left arm, using parts given to her by Dr. Bryia.  Learning of the true purpose of the Triad, Cathasaigh decides to locate the final member of the Triad, Inslade.  At this time, Inslade has taken total control of Dermot’s former fortress of Plaska, using a slightly different method than Cathasaigh.  Inslade journeys to Urman with his new army, and joins with Cathasaigh and Lanwen.  However, the Triad is defeated in Vinicia, and are finally totally destroyed by the power of the completed Feline Of The 9 Elements.

Lanwen, The Assassin Of Despair

Affiliation:  None (Chapters 2 & 3), Urman (Chapter 4)

	Lanwen is actually the last of the Triad to be released by Dr. Bryia.  Lanwen was intentionally held back as a sort of backup plan should either Cathasaigh or Inslade fail in their missions.  Dr. Bryia releases Lanwen, with a full explanation of the true purpose of their mission and the events occurred, so that Lanwen could get rid of Tecla and Sania Mido.  Lanwen attempts multiple times in Chapters 2 and 3 to kill Tecla, who she realizes is the more difficult target.  However, Tecla always seems to defeat her.

	Finally realizing her power alone isn’t enough by itself, Lanwen starts asking around for the destination of Cathasaigh.  Finally, she manages to learn in the town of Norma that Cathasaigh has escaped to the fortress Urman with his army.  Lanwen journeys to Urman, and there informs him of his true nature and purpose.

Inslade, The Barbarian Prince

Affiliation : Plaska (Chapter 3), Urman (Chapter 4)

	Inslade was the second of Dr. Bryia’s androids to be released upon the world.  Inslade’s job was similar to Cathasaigh’s; he was to journey to Plaska and slowly take control from underneath Dermot.  Inslade, not remembering his true nature, journeyed to Plaska and quickly became known as a powerful fighter.  Dermot quickly promoted him to general of his army.

Around the time Inslade is prepared to get rid of Dermot and seize control, Cathasaigh kills both Trene and Dermot at a “peace conference”.  Inslade uses this stroke of good luck to his advantage, seizing control and asking for the men to join up with him and avenge the death of Dermot.  And in a moment of weakness, Inslade becomes leader of Plaska.

In order to keep up his disguise, Inslade prepares the soldiers of Plaska for a war with Vinicia.  However, by the time he is ready to march, Cathasaigh is gone.  Around this time, Inslade is contacted by a man named Cyldar, from Orcal to the south.  Inslade agrees to lend his armies to Cyldar so that Orcal and Plaska could overrun Vinicia, but they are turned back.

Inslade begins to plan for a new attack, when he is contacted by Cathasaigh and Lanwen.  He initially suspects a trap, but Lanwen manages to convince him of the truth.  Once in Urman, Lanwen reveals the truth to Inslade, and he pledges his army to the Triad.

Fakir, The False Hero

Affiliation:  Etern (Chapters 1, 2, 3 & 4)

Fakir was the oldest born to the King of the Thieves in Etern, Afikor Dauwyn.  From a young age, he was brought up to take his father’s place as King of the Thieves.

He mastered the art of thievery by the age of 6, and was the pride of his father.  Then something happened; his mother gave birth to another child, his younger sister Liann.  After that, Fakir noted a sudden change in his parents attitude towards him.  They began to ignore him, being seemingly preoccupied with his younger sister and her training as a thief.  Fakir felt used and thrown away.  This caused him to stay away from the house that had been his home for 6 years, and he began hanging with a rather nasty crowd.  In the background, he began to scheme his father’s downfall.  Liann always seemed to be trying to get close to him, but Fakir shunned her, blaming her for what had happened.  Fakir didn’t feel the least bit responsible for Liann, despite being her older brother; in fact, he saw her as a devil in disguise.

Hanging with the wrong crowd brought a change in Fakir’s personality.  The sweet boy who wanted to be just like his father was gone, replaced by a dark man who burned to be in control.  He quickly established a reputation as one to be feared in Etern, and men began flocking to him.  The only obstacle on the road to success was his father, Afikor.

In order to gain the power he desired, Fakir decided to align himself with a group of scientists.  When Fakir was 9, the scientists created for him a perfect killing machine, nicknamed “The Crimson Devil”.  Fakir wasted no time setting this maniac loose on the city of Etern, and began to make millions off of “protection tax”, an idea he personally came up with.

Burning with the desire to be in control, at the age of 12 he masterminded the deaths of his mother and father using the Crimson Devil, making sure it looked like and accident.  Immediately after that, he burst into the Thieves’ Guild and declared it his own.  Many men loyal to his father tried to stop him, but he had them all killed.  By the time he was 13, he had total and complete control over the entire Thieves’ Guild.  However, he lost control over the Crimson Devil when he turned 14.  Fakir swore one day he’d get revenge on the Crimson Devil for betraying him.

His next act was to get rid of his sister, Liann.  Liann wanted to be close to Fakir, seeing as he was the only family she had left; but he continued to blame her for what happened to him.  Finally, he called upon one of his old accomplices; Arlinnia Foari, the noted acrobat.  Fakir told Arlinnia to keep Liann out of his hair, for he didn’t want to see her again.

In the years that followed, Fakir became darker and darker.  And the longer his reign lasted, the more ambitious he became.  At the age of 17, he decided he wanted to be Emperor of the World, despite how absurd that sounded.

Planning for his ascension, he marked himself with a random symbol; planning to claim that it was the symbol of the Gods, marking him as the true heir.

Arlinnia finally got fed up with Fakir’s constant ordering of her by the time Fakir was 18.  She finally went to Fakir and told him that she was done, and that he shouldn’t bother to search for her.  Fakir was mad, because it meant Liann would return to him.  Fakir began to plot other ways of getting rid of Liann, but she solved the problem for him by stating she wanted to find Arlinnia.  Fakir didn’t say anything, but secretly he wanted Liann to go on this adventure.

At the age of 22, Fakir is finally ready to emerge and claim to be the heir.  However, he receives word that Liann has been arrested in Uprai.  Afraid she might say something to the Vinician Guard about him, Fakir desires to send somebody to get her out of prison, so he can decide on another way of getting rid of her.  Around this time, Tecla and Sharr enter his guild.  Fakir uses them to get his sister back, then tries to execute them all.  However, they manage to escape from his grasp.

Fakir becomes involved with many of the battles.  He sends some of his thieves to help Cyldar, and he is primarily responsible for helping Cathasaigh escape from Vinicia.  In Chapter 3, Fakir reveals himself to the city of Etern as the Chosen One, and the city, having just repelled Vinicia, pledges their army to Fakir.  Fakir prepares to take over Vinicia, but is forced to send his army across the Calm Plains to the Castle Of The Skull to stop the Kobold King.  The armies of Vinicia and Isfar join into this battle, and it becomes one of the greatest battles of this time.  During this dark battle, Fakir is attacked first by Rhydus, who tries to take revenge for all the people Fakir made him kill.  When Fakir manages to repel Rhydus, he is attacked again, this time by a mysterious hooded figure.  This figure turns out to be Arlinnia.  Fakir overpowers her, and is about to kill her when Liann, screaming Arlinnia’s name, drives her knife into Fakir’s back.

Cyldar, The Deluded Prophet

Affiliation:  Orcal (Chapter 3)

Cyldar was a special child from a very young age.  Born to a noble family in Orcal, it was known from the beginning that he would have an important role in the history of the Dream City, for he was born with a leaf birthmark.

At the age of 10, he displayed an uncanny ability to hear the planet in the form of dreams, and as a result became the youngest person ever to become a member of the Council Of The Earth, only being 15 when he ascended.

Almost immediately, things in Orcal began to change.  Though Cyldar was not yet Head Of The Council, he had great charisma, and the Council tended to sway in his opinion.  When the current Head died, Cyldar was named Head Of The Council, at only the age of 25.  He was the youngest Head in the history of Orcal.

Throughout all this time, Cyldar had lots of dreams.  Dreams of both greatness and destruction for Orcal, and he belived that these dreams were pointing at some kind of event to come in the future.  Cyldar actually predicted the fall of Emperor Hadynd and the rise of Emperor Nilarm.

At the age of 30, Cyldar informed the council he had a dream about a great conflict between two relatives that would eventually threaten the safety of the world itself.  Around this time, the Council received word that Emperor Nilarm had fallen ill, and his sons were arguing over succession.  But it wasn’t until the Emperor actually died that the Council finally voted to send a pair of spies to watch Trene & Dermot.

Around this time, the Council was approached by a 15 year old girl named Danna Ayarra.  Bringing complaints about her mother to the Council, Danna continued to try and convince the Council that her mother’s intentions should be looked into.  After about a week of arguing with Danna, Cyldar had a strange dream.  In it, he saw Danna as a servant in Vinicia, standing next to the Princess, Tecla.  Seeing this as a sign of some kind, Cyldar decided to offer Danna a deal:  if she agreed to become the Council’s spy in Vinicia, they would look into her mother’s intentions in regards to her children.  The next night, Cyldar had another dream, telling him that he should look into it and find Marawen guilty, but he should use it to bring her closer to him.  And sure enough, he got Marawen alone and told her this info.  Marawen agreed to this promotion of sorts, for it raised her power, even though it meant the loss of her children.  Marawen only wanted her children to raise her own rank anyway.

After 8 years of reports, Cyldar had another dream.  In it, he saw himself sitting on the throne of power, with the Feline Of The 9 Elements in his hands.  And so, after almost 20 years of wise ruling, Cyldar has decided to become a power-mad tyrant, believing the planet wants HIM to be in charge of it.  However, this dark vision was actually the product of Dr. Bryia.  Believing Cathasaigh destroyed and the Triad broken, Dr. Bryia attempts to execute her backup plan, and uses a machine designed to control the dreams of others.

Fooled by the fake dream of Dr. Bryia, Cyldar and Marawen form a mighty army.  Then Cyldar contacts other leaders, like Inslade and Fakir, and asks for support.  Inslade pledges his army to Cyldar, desiring only the destruction of Vinicia, and Fakir sends some of his best men.  Then Cyldar marches on Vinicia.

At Danna’s request, Tecla journeys around the Orcal army to the city itself, and there Danna manages to convince the council that Cyldar was wrong.  The council, who never really agreed to the war anyway, agree to recall the army.  Then Danna and Tecla return to Vinicia, accompanied by Danna’s younger sisters.

However, Cyldar is not be dissuaded that easily.  He returns to Orcal, and secretly sends a message to Inslade to have his army ready to march back.  Cyldar and Marawen join Inslade, and the army marches upon Vinicia.

Unfortunately, things don’t go exactly as planned.  Cyldar is killed by Danna, defending her sisters, and Marawen is forced to flee, swearing that her children would feel her anger in the future.

Marawen, The Overbearing Controller

Affiliation:  Orcal (Chapter 3), None (Chapter 5)

Danna’s mother, Marawen has only one thing on her mind at all times; how she can increase her rank and power in the world.  As a result, she trades her daughters for a chance to be the companion of Orcal’s leader, Cyldar, and she is the one that keeps insisting he attack Vinicia when he has the chance.

After Cyldar’s death, Marawen retreats, afraid to face the wrath of her daughters.  She runs afoul of Dr. Bryia, who decides to give Marawen exactly what she wants in exchange for the death of Tecla.  Dr. Bryia gives Marawen the power of Psychic, which she had been studying for years.  With this newfound power, Marawen attacks the city of Vinicia, but is defeated.  In her last moments, she gives away Dr. Bryia’s position, and asks Danna to finish her for the honor of Orcal and of the Ayarra house.

Palan, King Of The Inanimate

Affiliation:  Necros (Chapters 2, 4 & 5)

Palan was Mirema’s Psychic training partner.  Clearly the strongest Psychic in the world, Palan bested Mirema time after time.  It was Palan that burned the school to a crisp when the teachers attempted to kill him, from which only he and Mirema escaped.

Palan journeyed to the Shrine Of Gaia to ask forgiveness for his dark actions.  But instead of locating the Shrine Of Gaia, he instead stumbled across the shrine of Necros and the kingdom of darkness.  Once there, he discovered he could control inanimate objects using his psychic force, and basically raised an army of the dead.  Realizing the power he now wielded, Palan decided that the Gods had chosen him to be ruler of the world.

When Tecla and Mirema journey to Necros to obtain the Darkness piece, they run afoul of Palan, who tries to control them.  However, Tecla surprises Palan with her power, and they manage to escape with the piece.  However, this forces Palan and his dark army back into the real world.  Palan wastes no time marching upon the city of Flospa.

Just after the defeat of Orcal, Tecla is asked to help out the invasion of Flospa.  Forced into a horrible decision, Tecla splits the armies of Vinicia in two; one half goes to Purl to fight against both Etern and the Kobold Armies (led by Sharr, Rhydus and Danna) and the other half journeys to Flospa to stop Palan (Tecla, Mirema and Eulandros).

Once there, Tecla and Mirema manage to combine their psychic powers to defeat Palan.  Palan is cast back into the dark world, and the portal closes forever.

The Kobold King

Affiliation:  Castle Of The Skull (Chapter 4)

The Kobold King was sealed away hundreds of years ago by the power of the sword Narcatil, but due to the imperfection of the seal, he can break it every 200 years.  Luckily for the world, he can only appear in a place he can visualize (the throne room of the Castle Of The Skull).  As a result, every 200 years the sword chooses a champion to journey there and reseal the King before the Kobold Army overruns the planet.

Sharr obtains the sword at the beginning of Chapter 3, when he goes with Tecla and Sania to Vinicia Castle.  There, the sword chooses him as it’s bearer.  Being useless, Sharr takes it to his father Giaba to be fixed up.

In Chapter 4, the Kobold Army breaks out and begins to overrun the Calm Plains.  Tecla sends half the Vinician army to Purl, but their purpose there is not only to stop the Kobolds, but Etern as well.  During the battle, Sharr and Danna challenge the Kobold King and Sharr manages to reseal him using Narcatil, which breaks.  Sharr has it fixed again.

The Distribution Of The Pieces Across Chapters

Fire

Chapter:  4
Location:  Black Palace
Description:  The palace is filled with booby traps.  The piece is actually in the furnace.

Water

Chapter:  3
Location:  Isfar
Description:  This is where Liann learns of her true heritage as a descendent of the Isfar royal family.

Wind

Chapter:  2
Location:  Wind Cave
Description:  Pretty freaking obvious.

Earth

Chapter:  1
Location:  Cave just outside of Marna
Description:  When Tecla first visits Marna, she meets the Wise One (Sania), who asks her to help the people defeat a demon living in a nearby cave.  Sania doesn’t recognize Tecla, and Tecla doesn’t recognize Sania.

Darkness

Chapter:  2
Location:  Necros, Hidden Shrine Of Darkness
Description:  Palan has it; it is what generates the portal to the dark realm he uses to replenish his army.  The trick is getting in, getting past Palan, getting the piece, and getting out.  The problem is that’ll release the dark army upon the world.

Holy

Chapter:  1
Location:  Holy Shrine Of The Gods.
Description:  Inside the shrine.  It’s getting there that’s the trick, for that means passing through Shadowvale (where Mirema joins).

Time

Chapter:  3
Location:  Lab 32
Description:  This one sends people back in time.  The party witnesses the twin battles of Isu, who happens to be an ancestor of Tecla herself.

Space

Chapter:  4
Location:  Space Colony
Description:  Floating around the planet is a hidden space colony.  There is a nonfunctional portal in the Weapons Factory, which works for Tecla because she has so much of the FOT9E already.

Harmony

Chapter:  1
Location:  In Tecla’s possession at the beginning of the game.
Description:  Tecla has it at the beginning.  Period.

